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FOUNDATIONS (FN)
FN 101  Color + Composition  3 Credits  
In this course, students will learn, through lecture and hands-on projects,
to examine, study and use the element of color. Color is the name we
give to the slice of the electromagnetic spectrum that our eyes can
pick out of the ocean of waves in which we bathe every day. It has a
long and storied history for artists and designers, for scientists and
philosophers. This course lays the groundwork for lifelong engagement
with the possibilities and complexities of color, while also establishing
fluency in compositional strategies and vocabulary.

FN 102  Form + Structure  3 Credits  
Students in this course will explore the relationship between figure,
structure, mass, and void. This will take place via a process that weaves
back and forth between 2D and 3D, with an emphasis on 3D. Students
will be studying ‘drawing’ in a more expansive sense than they, perhaps,
have considered, especially as a practice in three dimensions. They
will also experiment with multiple forms of construction as they move
from fundamental forms, to abstractions of observed form, to three-
dimensional building, to positive-negative exercises, to drawing with light
and space.

FN 103  Observation + Visualization  3 Credits  
In this course, students will dive deep into the processes and materials
associated with drawing from observation, using these basic skills to
explore the edges of what might be considered “drawing.” The course is
considered to be a foundation for intensive seeing and documenting, and
also includes experience with the use of the camera as a parallel way of
framing and seeing.

FN 104  Time + Motion  3 Credits  
In this course, students explore the ways in which we use sequential
imagery to create story and communicate meaning. By examining the
traditions of sequential imagery in the form of, for example, illustration,
photography, film, or video art, students will explore the ways that
artworks dependent on time and motion alter our perceptions. Our brains
naturally build a concept of motion from serial stills, and we generate
connections wherever we find them, using a delicate combination of
memory, observation, and inference. Art forms have both followed and
manipulated these patterns in endless iterations.

FN 140  Intro to Visual Arts Histories  3 Credits  
Introduction to Visual Arts Histories engages students in active and
critical looking, discussing, reading, and writing about history and culture
in the Visual Arts. During this course, we explore foundational visual
arts histories from around the world; and from the origins of art to the
19th century, with connections to contemporary visual culture. Rather
than surveying all visual practices from all times and places, we examine
themes and case studies – moments in time when artists, designers, and
filmmakers initiated, carried on, or rebelled against creative customs and
aesthetic ideas. Rooted in historical inquiry, this course also encourages
students to forge connections with their own creative interests.


